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December's Senior Da)'

ary Ann Sarosi, '87, founder of a
much-imitated legal sen-ices pro\'ider

award-winning Access to Justice Program,

Sarosi began her new duties last fall,
replacing Robert Precht, a former public
defender in New York who had headed the
Office of Public Sen·ice since it was established in 1995. Under Precht's leadership,

Law School launches new public service fellows program

D

ean Evan Caminker has established an initiative to support
Law School students who wish to
work in public service careers.
Called the Dean's Public Service
Fellows Program, the new initiative is
made possible through the generosity of a Law School graduate and will
financially assist students who do public service work during the summer
between their second and third years
of legal education as part of preparation for careers in public service.
"The Law School's tradition is one
of shaping our students to become
future leaders, whether that is in public service, private law practice, or the
business world," Caminker said. "This
new initiative continues that tradition
by supporting our students as they
pursue work in public service."
"Enabling the Law School's students
to pursue their dreams of public
service benefits everyone," remarked
the donor for the program, a Law
School graduate who wishes to
remain anonymous. "Our students are
of the highest quality, just what public
service needs. I believe in the value
of giving back, and that coupled with
my personal desire to help students
4
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pursue their dreams of public service,
are the reasons I contributed to this
fellowship program."
Each year the program will support
up to 20 second-year law students.
Fellows receive a $5,000 cash award.
At deadline time, winners of the
first group of fellowships included:
Sarah Bookbinder: Lucas CaldwellMcMillan: Jonathan Caver: Emma
Cheuse;Toni Gantz; Nadine Gartner;
Jennifer Klem: Mariana (Molly) Kovel:
Amrita Mallik; Ryan McFarland:
Cherokee D.M. Melton: Kerene
Moore; Maureen R. Pettibone:
Matthew Rojas; Melissa Martin Salinas:
Jay Surdukowski: and Mona M.Youssef.
"Launching the Dean's Public Service Fellowship Program is consistent
with the value we at Michigan place
on developing lawyers who incorporate public service into their practice,"
noted MaryAnn Sarosi, '87, director
of the Law School's Office of Public
Service, which coordinates the new
program. "We want our graduates to
understand the value of'giving back,'
whether they are in private practice
or in public service."

the Office of Public Ser\'ice became an
integral part of Law School life that sponsored
lectures, counseled students, and helped
students locate and apply for financial support
for public interest work. Fifteen students won
prestigious Skadden Fellowships for public
sen-ice work during the past decade, and
others won Echoing Green and other public
interest fellowships.
In 2001, a gift from former Special
Prosecutor Robert B. Fiske, '5 5, boosted the
School's public serYice profile by establishing
the Robert B. Fiske Jr. Fellowship for Public
Sen-ice, which supports graduates who go
into go\'ernment work. The same year the
Law School gained national recognition for
its public senice program by winning the
prestigious Judy M. Weightman Memorial
Public Interest School of the Year Award;
the American Bar Association's Law Student
Di,·ision presents the award each year to the
law school whose public sen-ice programs,
including clinics, outreach, and other efforts,
it considers to be the best in the country.
Rob, as Precht was known to all who
worked with him, encouraged students to
look beyond income to careers that interested
them and offered them personal satisfaction.

"Rob always very helpfully reminded us
to follow our passion when considering
our professional direction," recalled Noah
Leavitt, '02, ad\'Ocacy and policy director
for the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs
in Chicago. Leavitt was active in public
service work when he was a law student
and was instrumental in preparing the
successful nomination of the Law School
for the Judith Weightman Award .
"As a result of Rob's efforts, our
School is now 'on the map' as one at
which interested students are offered
a developed path towards serving the
public, broadly defined," commented
Dean Evan Caminkcr. "We expect that
Mary Ann will build successfully on these
efforts in the coming years."
To Sarosi, serving the public is part
of every lawyer's responsibility. "As
many have said before me, law is first a
profession and only second a business,"
she explained. "As such, lawyers arc
bestowed with the rights of practicing
law and the responsibilities as well. Part
of the responsibility includes serving the
public.
"Whether you serve the public good as
a public service lawyer, or you incorpo rate it into your prh·atc practice, lawyers
should do some service for the public
good. The Office of Public Sen-ice will
be supporting those students that want
to pursue public interest or government
careers, but equally importantly, we will
support the students that go into private
practice because we want them to fulfill
the professional responsibility of scn-ing
the public good."
In her first months on the job, Sarosi
said she already has seen the difficulty
students face in graduating and going
directly into public interest work .
"Many public interest organizations hire
attorneys with a few years of experi-

ence," she explained. "It would be great
to provide one- or two- year fellowships
for new Michigan grads to get experience
practicing in nongovernmental organizations. That would give our graduates a
leg up in the highly competitive public
interest world."
A graduate of both the University of
Michigan and the Law School, Sarosi
founded and served as executive director
of the Coordinated Advice and Referral
Program for Legal Services in Chicago.
In her five years with that legal scnices
program, she built the organization into
one that became a model for providing
urban multi -program low -income legal
services.
Returning to Michigan in 1997, Sarosi
scncd as the director of the State Bar of
Michigan's Access to Justice Program.
In 1998, the American Bar Association
awarded the Access to Justice Program its
Harrison Tweed Award for outstanding
leadership and commitment to providing
low-income people with access to justice.
For three years before coming to the
Law School, Sarosi ran an independent
consulting practice supporting legal
services programs, nonprofit agencies,
courts, and other law-related entities.
Last summer she assisted the Law
School's Associate Dean for Clinical
Affairs Bridget McCormack and Clinical
Assistant Professor Anne Schroth with
planning the School's new Pediatric
Advocacy Clinic.
"The search committee has been
impressed with all of Mary Ann Sarosi's
gifts, including her energy and enthusiasm, her organizational skills, and her
proven commitment to public interest
work," reported Clinical Professor of Law
Paul Rcingold, who chaired the search
committee. "We arc especially pleased
with MaryAnn's ability to connect

one -on one with studer:ts who want or
need counseling on how to pursue their
dreams related to public service ."
"A vibrant Office of Public Service
is important to the Law School as an
expression of the value we place on
public sen-ice," explained Law School
Dean Evan Caminker. "It is also important
to our students, many of whom desire
to use their legal education and training
here to make a difference in our society
and the world. MaryAnn 's commitment to the ideals of public service,
her prior experience in various public
sen-ice venues, and her understanding
of and contacts with the legal sen-ices
communitv; will enhance our students'
capacity to sene the public interest in a
variety of ways."
Sarosi is a native of Michigan, one of
six children of immigrant parents - her
father was born in Hungary and her
mother was born in Germany. Five of her
siblings did undergraduate work at the
University of Michigan, and four went to
graduate or professional school at the
U-M. "My poor parents had a stretch
where, for 17 years, there was at least
one Sarosi here," she laughed. "It makes
it that much more satisfying to now be
working at the University."
"Growing up in southwest Detroit,
an ethnically diverse, working class area,
gave me a perspective that has helped
me in my legal aid career," she explained.
"Indeed, it was growing up there and
having parents that lived in Nazi Germany
that led me to understand the value of a
truly just, democratic society. I felt that I
could tap my experiences to work toward
such a society."
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Decentralize environmental regulation,
speaker urges
FcdcrallvJ based cmironmcntal

cnYironmental regulation would foster

Streib reported, and other changes also

innoYation, satisfy local preferences and

portend an end to juvenile execution:

priorities, ensure better accountability

The number of juveniles sentenced to

on the part of regulators, and create

death has been falling (although the

regulation often does a disscn-ice to the

economics of scale because more targeted

number of juveniles sentenced to life

American people because state and local

solutions could be applied to local or

imprisonment without parole has been

regulation could do a better job more

regional problems.

rising); recent scientific research on brain
dcYclopmcnt has reinforced the tradi-

tailored to soh-ing a problem, according
to an enYironmental specialist who spoke
at the Law School this academic year.
The waYe of federal em·ironmcntal
regulation that began in the 1970s grew
out of a misperccption that state laws had
failed, according to the speaker, Jonathan
H. Adler, associate professor and associate
director of the Center for Business Law
and Regulation at Case Western Rcscnc
Law School in CleYeland, Ohio. Federal
laws apply standards that cannot cope
with the Yarieties of conditions that
exist in different parts of the country,
said Adler, whose talk was sponsored
by the Law School student chapter of
the Federalist SocictvJ for Public Policv
,
Studies.
As a result of this centralization, he
said, "we haYe a problem of one size fits
all that means one size fits nobody." In
reality, he noted, state -based regulation
was working much better than many
Americans thought. For example, prior
to passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972
and subsequent federal wetland protec tion, the loss of wetlands had slowed
considerably -

dropping from 800,000

acres in 1904 to 458,000 acres in
1954-74, and 290,000 acres in the years
1974-82. Only 79,000 acres of wetlands
were lost in 1979, he said.
Federal regulation has a role and
should focus on its strengths, like utilizing
efficiencies of scientific research and
dealing with interstate spillovers of environmental problems, he said. In contrast,
he explained, decentralizing appropriate
6
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tional perception that juveniles, especially
jm·cnilc boy;, are not fully developed

Predicting the end of juvenile execution
Victor Streib has been battling against
the death penalty for juveniles most of
his professional life, both as an attorney
representing juYcnilc clients and as a law

in their capacities to exercise judgment
and control impulses; "evoh·ing social
standards" of what constitutes cruel and
unusual punishment increasingly reject
the practice of executing jm·cniles; the

professor. So you could hear the relief in

U.S. Supreme Court's 1989 decision that

his Yoicc as he predicted during a talk at

the minimum age for capital punishment
is 16 has been weakened by the Court's

the Law School last fall that "the death
penalty for juveniles is now in its last
davs."
J

decision in Atkins v. Virginia in 2002 that
a mentally retarded offender cannot be

Streib, professor at Ohio Northern
Uni versity's Pettit College of Law and a

executed; and the United States is the last

nationally known expert on the juvenile

punishment for juveniles.

death penalty, made his prediction during
a talk at the Law School eight days after

nation in the world to retain legal capital
Roper invoh-cs the case of Christopher

the U.S. Supreme Court heard oral

Simmons, who murdered Shirley Cook in
1993 when he was 17 years old. In 2002,

arguments in Roper

Simmons, a Missouri

the Missouri Supreme Court overturned

case that most observers were expecting
to end the constitutional debate over

Simmons' death penalty and ordered life

jm·enile execution as cruel and unusual

took the case on two grounds:
• The Missouri court's departure from

t'.

punishment.

imprisonment. The U.S. Supreme Court

Speaking in a program sponsored
by three Law School student organiza-

the holding of Staeford

tions (the student chapter of the ACLU,

Court upheld a minimum age of 16 for
execution.

Criminal Law Society, and Law School
Democrats), Streib portrayed Roper as
the last step in a long evolution that has
been taking place both inside and outside
of the nation's courtrooms. "This issue
is too important to lea,·c to lavvycrs," he

1·.

Kentucky, the

1989 case in which the U.S. Supreme

• The question of the death penalty as
"cruel and unusual punishment" for
a person who was 17 at the time he
committed his crime.
Streib said the abolition of capital
punishment could be delayed if the Court

explained at one point during his talk.
The number of juvenile executions has

restricts itself to the first issue. As he

been dropping in the United States for

told Legal Times shortly before Roper was

decades, and the last occurred in 2002,

argued, "The Missouri Supreme Court,
in deciding this case below, essentially

rejected the controlling U.S. Supreme
Court case law on the jm·enilc death
penalty and instead declared a new,
ernh·ed federal constitutional principle.
The U.S. Supreme Court, therefore, is
also looking at whether a state supreme
court should be doing this. It is certainly
possible, although unlikely, that Roper ,·.
Simmons will be decided on this 'other
issue' and neYer get to the jm·cnilc death
penalty issue directly."
"In oral arguments, the Court gaYc
no attention ~o this issue, which I think
is a big one," Streib told his Law School
audience. EYcn if the Court decides Roper
on this issue instead of the question of
jm·cnilc execution as cruel and unusual
punishment, the end of capital punishment is near, according to Streib. "It is not
a question of if," he said. "It is a question
of when and how."

(Ed. Note: On March 1, the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled 5 --1 that capital punishment is illegal n-hen the defendant was a minor
at the time

ef the crime.)

Judges: Road to the bench getting too
political
The law itself is a product of politics.
So is the road to becoming a judge, but
turning judicial elections into heaYily
financed partisan races hurts the judicial
system and the U.S. democracy itself,
three Michigan Appeals Court judges
explained during a program at the Law
School last fall.
In contrast to the appointment of
federal judges, some 38 states, including
Michigan, elect their judges and "more
and more politicalization" is creeping into
the process, reported Judge Janet Neff,
who first was elected to the Michigan

Court of Appeals in 1988. She added that
Michigan is the only state where Supreme
Court nominees arc put forward by
political parties but run as nonpartisan.
Judges are the referees of the law,
according to Neff, and "we want referees
who are fair and impartial, who call them
as they see them, not as their supporters
want them to call them .... When you
question the impartiality of the referee,
it's hard to haYe confidence in the result."
"It is a political process ... and money
is playing more and more a part," Neff
continued. At least one recent Michigan
Supreme Court race raised up to S 1
million, "and the money is coming from
people and organizations that arc interested in outcomes. That's not what judges
are supposed to be interested in."
Neff and her co-panelists, Appeals
Court Judges Jessica R. Cooper and
Stephen Borello (who was appointed in
2003 by Gm·. Jennifer Granholm to fill
a Yacancy), agreed that the appointment
of judges is fraught with politics. They
said a Ycrsion of the Missouri System, in
which the state bar association recom mends judicial candidates, offers the
best method to minimize the impact of
fundraising and special interests on the
selection of judges.
The panelists arc members of the
American Constitution Society, whose
Law School student chapter sponsored
the program.

John M. Olin Lecture in Law and
Economics: Asset protection anew
development
Henry Hansmann, top, president
of the American Law and Economics
Association, explains to a Law School
audience that entity shielding, or
corporate asset protection, is a relatively
new deYelopment in the long history of
economic organizations. In the second
photo, Hansmann chats after his lecture
with Law School faculty members James
E. Krier, Vikramaditya Khanna, and
Richard D. Friedman. Hansmann, the
August E. Lines Professor of Law at Yale
Law School, delivered the annual John
M. Olin Lecture at the Law School last
fall; the annual lecture is presented by the
School's John M. Olin Center for Law
and Economics. Hansmann's lecture was
titled "Legal Entities, Asset Partitioning,
and the Ernlution of Organizations."
LQN Winter 2005
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Academic Freedom Lecture
Noam Chomsky parses 'illegal,' 'legitimate'
ntroduced by University of Michigan

confers the responsibility to use freedom

Provost Paul N. Courant as "an

wisely, honestly, and humanely. Yet since

I

is] deeply committed to speaking the

its earliest days - he used John Quincy
Adams' justification for Andrew Jackson's

truth," MIT Professor of Linguistics

incursion into Spanish Florida to chase

and Philosophy Noam Chomsky drew
overflow crowds when he delivered

-

academic and public intellectual [who

the 14th annual University of Michigan
Senate's Davis, Markert, Nickerson
Lecture on Academic and Intellectual
Freedom at the Law School last October.
Drawn by Chomsky's renown,

Chomsky cited the United Nations
charter as proof that the horrors of World
War II and the threat of human doom

Honigman Auditorium in Hutchins

bomb brought the world to widespread

Hall, filled three overflow classrooms

agreement that war no longer should

that showed live audio / video feeds of

be used as a means of settling disputes.
"The efforts to end the curse of war

just outside the doorways into each of
the four rooms. Still other listeners stood

led to the consensus among people that
guides state action after World War II," he
said. But that consensus nearly disap

outdoors to hear the hour-long program
through Honigman Auditorium's opened

peared during the 1990s and is "virtually

windows.

bombed Kosovo when parties were near

Citing deep research into American
history, European history and news

ignored" today. He said that is why NATO
agreement on a pact that could have made
the bombing unnecessary.

coverage, and current U.S. events,

What's happened today is that the

Chomsky used his talk, "Illegal but

right to launch and wage war is used by

Legitimate : A Dubious Doctrine for the
Times," to criticize the unilateral use of

the nations powerful enough to do so, he
said. "No one accepts the right of antici-

force in international relations except in

patory self-defense, except the powerful

the most dire of circumstances. Pre-

states .. .. We conclude that the principal

emptive attack is a violation of the peace,

of universality has exceptions" that apply
to the United States because it has the

the worst crime possible under international law, he said.
We in the United States enjoy more

power to make those exceptions stick.
The U.S . attack on Afghanistan after

the world, he said. But freedom confers

9 / 11 is "an outstanding contemporary
illustration that the resort to force can

opportunity, and opportunity in turn

be illegal but legitimate," Chomsky said.

freedoms than people anywhere else in

Winter 2005

consider noble ends.

wrought by the advent of the atomic

Chomsky's talk, and crowded into knots

I LQN

the United States has justified its use

of force as a means to what its leaders

listeners stood elbow-to-elbow in

of people who struggled to listen from

8

Seminole Indians as an early example

"The justice of that attack is considered
so transparent that the matter has barely
been discussed," he said, but an international Gallup poll that went unreported
in the United States found very little
support for the invasion.
"Few questions are more important
today than the propriety of the use of
force," he concluded. "There may be
legitimate reasons [to use force], but the
historical record should give us pause."
The annual Academic and Intellectual
Freedom lecture is presented in honor
of three U-M faculty members - H.
Chandler DaYis, the late Clement L.
Markert, and the late Mark Nickerson
- whose teaching positions at the
University were suspended after the)'
refused to cooperate with a communisthunting congressional committee during
the 1950s.
The Law School has been a consistent
supporter of the annual university senatesponsored lectures, which began in 1990.
Four members of the Law School family
have been among the series' 14 lecturers:
Lee C. Bollinger, then-dean of the Law
School (and now president of Columbia
Unh·ersity), in 1992; the Hon. Avern
Cohn, '49, of the U.S. District Court
for the Eastern District of Michigan, in
1996; Pulitzer Prize winner Roger Wood
Wilkins, '56, the Clarence J. Robinson
Professor of History and American
Culture at George Mason University, in
1997; and Catharine A. MacKinnon, the
Law School's Elizabeth A. Long
Professor of Law, in 2002. In addition,
Cornell University President Jeffrey S.
Lehman, '81, a former dean of the Law
School, recently has joined the lecture
series' advisory board.

LQN Winter 2005
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Michigan's Prop 2: What does it mean?
The passage of Proposal 2 in Michigan
last year - and similar measures in a
dozen other states to restrict marriage
to a union of one man and one woman
has set the stage for clarifications that
will determine what the measures mean
and how broadly they apply, according to
a Michigan attorney who expects to be
part of that elucidation.
"This is the first time the [Michigan]
constitution says a certain group of
people is not entitled to a right,"
Jay Kaplan, an attorney with the
American Ch·il Liberties Union of
Michigan's Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgendcrcd Legal Project, explained
of Michigan's Proposal 2. Kaplan spoke
at the invitation of Law School students
last fall shortly before the new Michigan
constitutional amendment took effect
December I 7.
Kaplan focused his talk on efforts to
clarify the reach and impact of the new
constitutional amendment and did not
mention the o,·erwhelming difficulty of
repealing such a just-adopted constitutional change. Does the amendment apply
only to same-sex marriage, for example,
or does it also forbid other kinds of
unions between same sex partners?
Kaplan asked. Docs the amendment
forbid the extension of health and other
benefits to same-sex partners?
Most obseners expect clarification
of the meaning of the amendment to
take some time and perhaps reach the
Michigan Supreme Court. Indeed, two
weeks before the amendment was to take
effect the state of Michigan announced
that, in agreement with state workers'
labor unions, it was tabling plans to
offer domestic partner benefits until the
meaning of the amendment is clarified by
the courts.
IO
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Fifty-two percent of Michigan voters
approved the proposal, which amends the
state constitution to include the phrase:
"To secure and presen-e the benefits of
marriage for our society and for future
generations of children, the union of
one man and one woman in marriage
shall be the only agreement recognized
as a marriage or similar union for any
purpose."
Opponents of the amendment,
like Kaplan, fear that it endangers the
domestic partners health coverage and
other benefits that many businesses, all
state uniYersities, and many municipalities offer employees.
"We do not have any court interpretation saying how far it goes," Kaplan said
of the amendment. "There are a lot of
things we don't know [about the impact
of the amendment] and a lot of people are
worried," he explained.
Most of the marriage -defining
amendments passed in other states
were like Michigan's and "went beyond
simply marriage," Kaplan continued. In
Louisiana, that extension is being challenged because Pelican State law limits
ballot initiatives to a single subject, but
Michigan has no such restriction.
In Michigan, Kaplan explained,
amendment clarification groups could
seek a declaratory judgment from a state
court on what the amendment means. In
federal courts, he continued, clarification
forces might raise an equal protection
argument if an employer decides to stop
offering benefits to same sex couples.
"We wouldn't argue marriage," he said.
"We would argue that you're taking away
a benefit that you offer to others." He
added that there could be a breach of
contract issue if the amendment is used
to deny benefits that have been guaranteed by a contract.

If the amendment i~ interpreted to
deny domestic partner benefits, it might
also be used to deny health and other
benefits to the children of domestic
partner unions, according to Kaplan. "I
don't think that most Michigan rnters
want to take health care away from
children," he said.
Kaplan's talk, "Proposal 2, Where to
From Herc?", was sponsored by the Law
School student chapter of the American
CiYil Liberties Union with co-sponsorship from the Law School student
groups the Outlaws and the American
Constitution Society for Law and Policy.

Law Library among nation's best
National Jurist magazine has ranked

the University of Michigan Law Library
fourth out of a total of 183 law school
libraries in the nation. Only the law
libraries at the University of Iowa,
Indiana University-Bloomington, and
Yale Law School ranked ahead of the
University of Michigan's.
According to the National Jurist Web
site, criteria used for the comparison
included: the number of Yolumes,
number of titles and serial subscriptions,
ratio of library study capacity and professional librarians to student enrollment,
and the number of hours per week that
the library is open. Data for the comparison was taken from the most recent
American Bar Association report, which
is updated each year.
"This survey is remarkable for its focus
(50 percent of the score) on the strength
of the collection, and the other half on
accessibility: seating, librarians, and
hours open. Therefore, our wonderful
collection
worldwide in scope, and
historical in depth - is weighted as it

should be," said Margaret Leary, director
of the U-M Law Library. "If the assessment went into more depth (examining
the amount of foreign, comparative, and
international law, for example), Michigan
would easily remain among the top four
or fi ve collections.
"Other ways in which Michigan's
collection stands out include that none
of our collection is in remote storage
(Hanard, Yale, and Columbia all make
extensive use of remote storage), and that
we ha\'e an ac6,·c preservation program.
We are generous in providing online
resources, but cautious about substituting
digital for paper.
"Similarly," Leary noted, "our generous
number of seats works to our advantage,
as it should. The survey doesn't address
the nature of the seating, but our students
benefit from variety and choice: the
classic, open table seating in the glorious
Reading Room; or the international style
of the Allan and Alene Smith Addition,
with its mix of carrels, tables, upholstered
lounge seating, and stools along the light
well."
The suncy does not address what is
probably the most important question
about any library: how well does it meet
the needs of those who depend on it? she
explained. "This is not only difficult to
measure, but nearly impossible to use as
the basis for comparative rankings."

December's
Senior Day
Commencement comes twice
a year for the Law School - in
December for summer starters,
~d in May for those who began
their legal education in the
fall term. Last December, the
names of 68 graduates were on
the printed program; applause,
cheers, and camera flashes from
their supporters accompanied
them as they walked across the
stage of the Michigan Theater.
Speaker for the day was Thomas
M. Cooley Professor of Law
Edward H. Cooper, who noted
that graduates may follow "many
avenues to success [and] satisfaction." Here, we share images from
this day of celebration.

1.

Final name card checks and
mortarboard adjustments are
part of preparation as graduates
descend the steps from their
gathering place on the mezzanine
to march into the main auditorium .

2.
Spouses Aaron Ostrovsky and
Andrea Delgadillo Ostrovsky and
Marissa Bono reflect the excitement and joy of graduation.
3.
Graduate Jean Soh receives a
congratulatory handshake from
Dean Evan Caminker.

12
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4.
Quoting both William Shakespeare
and Law School benefactor William
W Cook, Dean fVan Caminker tells
graduates they have the opportunity,
through their actions, to define their
profession and craft. "I hope," he said,
"you will find some way to make a
difference in our society."

S.
Graduate Michelle Foster and
Assistant Dean for International
Programs Virginia Gordan.

6.
Dad Jack Lahav congratulates
daughter Ilana Cutler.

7.
Teneille R. Brown, elected by her
fellow graduates to address them at
commencement, notes that "Michigan
students are different, more balanced
and down to earth, than their counterparts" at other schools.

8.
At the post-commencement
reception in the Lawyers Club,
graduates Holli K. Froemming and
Teneille Brown, who sent classmates
e-mail poems during the school year
under the alias of Marshall Runne,
cannot resist sharing a farewell
message, set to the rhythm of a
familiar holiday carol:
"Oh little town in Michigan,
Our journey's end draws nigh
And to the rooms of Hutchins Hall
New students have arrived.
"Oh little town in Michigan,
Yes, our time here is through .
We'll miss you much, please keep in
touch.
This goes for all of you."
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Bishop Lecturer

Mary Robinson:

~~,=-=

We
live in
difficult,
hopeful
•

times

The Global View

.S. administrations "consistently
reject" the Universal Declaration
on Human Rights' guarantees of rights to
education, adequate housing, and other
social and cultural needs, even though
former First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt
was instrumental in getting the declaration approved more than 50 years
ago, the former United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights and
first woman president of Ireland told an
overflow audience at the Law School last
fall.
"If the United States would take
seriously economic, social, and cultural
rights, it would be the greatest boost to
the human rights agenda worldwide ...
because then we could all share the same
human rights agenda," Mary Robinson
told an audience crowded into the Law
School's Honigman Auditorium . Some 120
additional people watched her talk via a
live feed into a nearby classroom.
Robinson, founder /leader of Realizing
Rights: The Ethical Globalization Initiative
(EGI) and a professor at Columbia
University, was president of Ireland
from 1990-97 and served as UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights from
1997-2002 . She visited the Law School
to deliver the 2004 William W Bishop Jr.
Lecture in International Law, the most
recent installment of a lecture series
named in honor of a longtime Law School
faculty member and leader in the study of
international law.
Dean Evan Caminker welcomed
Robinson as "a true visionary of both
theory and practice" and noted that she
was the first Irish president ever to visit
the Queen of England at Buckingham
Palace.
In his introduction of Robinson, Judge
Bruno Simma of the International Court
of Justice explained that for many years

U

human rights have been marginalized
and discussion of them has been fraught
with ideology. Simma also noted that
despite the World Conference on Human
Rights declaration in 1993 that all human
rights are universal, interdependent, and
interrelated, the international Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights has received
much more attention than its counterpart Convention on Economic, Social,
and Cultural Rights. "I think one of the
reasons for this neglect is that debate
about the nature of these rights is still
confused," said Simma, who is a member
of the Law School's Affiliated Overseas
Faculty.
"I think the time for the ideologically charged debate is over," Simma
continued. "One of Mary Robinson's
great, great contributions was that she
got the debate closer to what I would call
the moment of truth."
Issues like the tension between
security and civil liberties, empowering
women, combating HIV / AIDS, and other
problems cannot be sidestepped because
of a claimed inadequacy of resources,
according to Robinson. There is "a
failure to confront them as problems of
injustice," she said.
The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights guarantees a person's right to
a standard of living "adequate for the
wellbeing of himself and his family," she
explained. Most countries have endorsed
this "broad international agenda" but the
United States still has not offered its full
support.
Hundreds of millions of people across
the globe face "the comprehensive
insecurity of the powerless," she said
- like food shortages or the threat of
being killed or robbed. "For women," she
added, "gender is its own insecurity."
continued on page 18

Judge Bruno Simma of the International
Court ofJustice and a member of the
Law School's Affiliated Overseas Faculty,
introduces Robinson.
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The Global View

International perspective marks many
Law School programs
W

hen former Irish President Mary
Robinson delivered the William
W Bishop Jr. Lecture in International
Law last fall, her talk reflected the Law
School community's interest in inter national issues as well as the School's
traditionally rich and diverse exploration
of international and comparative law.
"There's tremendous energy" at the
Law School for international issues and
their legal ramifications, in the enthusiastic words of Assistant Dean for
International Programs Virginia Gordan,
whose office coordinates activities associ ated with the School's international
students and international/ comparative
law study programs.
Gordan also is chief administrator for
the Law School's Center for International
and Comparative Law, and works
with Professors Michael Barr, Daniel
Halberstam, Robert Howse, and Steven
R. Ratner to present the International
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Law Workshop (ILW), a year-long, nearly
weekly series of talks that explores the
most searing issues in the hotbed of international law. This year's ILW lecturers
focused on topics ranging from detention
in the war on terrorism and reconsideration of the legitimacy of the World Bank
and International Monetary Fund to the
near-glacial progress of human rights in
the jurisprudence of the International
Court of Justice.
Gordan and her ILW partners have
been pleased with the depth and variety
of international law programs presented
this year. They're also pleased with
the student, faculty, and University
community response to them. Several
programs have drawn standing-room-only
audiences.
Here are some of the international/
comparative law highlights that marked
the first part of this academic year:

• Robinson, who was the first woman
president of Ireland from 1990-97 and
served as UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights from 1997-2002, used
the commemorative Bishop Lecture in
October to plea for greater recognition of economic, social, and cultural
rights across the globe. (See story on
page 14.)
• Philosopher/linguistics scholar Noam
Chomsky discussed the illegality, but
legitimacy, of first-strike war-making
when he delivered the 14th annual
Davis, Markert, Nickerson Lecture on
Academic and Intellectual Freedom at
the Law School. (See story on page 8.)
• Scholars from across the country
probed the intersection of comparative law and human rights when the
American Society for Comparative
Law held its annual meeting at the
Law School in October. A high point
of the meeting, organized by Hessel

Panelists probe the issue of "U.S . Detentions
During the 'War on Terrorism': International Law and American Justice " du ring a
program of the International Law Workshop. From left are: visiting professor Sarah
H. Cleveland of the Uni1 1ersity of Texas at
Austin School of Law; Federal Public Defender Frank W. Dunliam Jr.; attorne)' Jolin
A. Drennan, '95, of the criminal appellate
~ection of the U.S . Department ofJustice;
and Law School Professor Steven R. Ratner.

E. Yntema Professor of Law Mathias
Reimann, LL.M. '83, was the society's
presentation of a lifetime achievement
award to comparative law pioneer Eric
Stein, '42, the Czech-born scholar of
European unification who is the Law
School's Hessel E. Yntema Professor of
Law Emeritus. (See story on page 32.)
• And there was an especially rich
lineup of ILW lecturers. Judge Bruno
Simma of the International Court of
Justice (!CJ), an Affiliated O verseas
Faculty member at the Law School,
was part of the schedule; he detailed
the slow, steady growth of human
rights concepts in !CJ jurisprudence
in his talk "When the Old Law Meets
the New : The International Court
of Justice and Human Rights." Law
School Assistant Professor Laura
Beny, an expert on the Sudan, filled
the lecture hall for her ILW talk
"The Sudan: A Case of Genocide?"
Speaker Ngaire Woods, director of
the Global Economic Governance
Program at Oxford University in
England, discussed "Do We Need
the IMF and World Bank?" Other
fall term ILW speakers included
Mary Ellen O'Connell, the William
B. Saxbe Designated Professor of
Law, Moritz College of Law, The
Ohio State University, who spoke on
"Torture, Looting, and Other Crimes
of Occupation"; and Pascale Fournier,
Boulton Fellow at McGill University
Faculty of Law in Canada, whose talk
was titled "Negotiating Islam Across
Borders: Can the Subaltern Muslim
Woman Speak?"
continued on page 19

The Global View

Winter term speakers offer
rich insights
t deadline time, the winter term's early schedule of speakers
on international topics promised to continue the high interest
and thought-provoking discussions that marked the fall term. On
Wednesday, March 23, Judge Beinisch of the Israeli Supreme Court
will visit the Law School as a DeRoy Fellow and deliver a public
lecture.
The International Law Workshop (ILW) also is offering a full
lineup of speakers. ILW's winter schedule and topics still were
being finalized, but the program already included prominent public
officials, highly regarded scholars, and cutting edge topics.
The lineup includes:
• Ana Palacio, minister of foreign affairs of Spain.
• Anne Norton, University of Pennsylvania professor of
political science.
• Ayelet Scachar, associate professor at the Faculty of Law,
University of Toronto.
• Alejandro Ferrer, LL.M. '92, minister of trade and industry
of Panama.
• Kishore Mahbubani, dean of the Lee Kuan Yew School of
Public Policy at the National University of Singapore, former
Singapore ambassador to the UN, former president of the
UN Security Council, and former permanent secretary of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Singapore.
• Dan Bodansky,Woodruff Professor of International Law at the
School of Law, University of Georgia, and climate change
coordinator for the U.S. State Department 1999-200 I.
• Judge Koen Lenaerts of the European Court of Justice.
• Bill Alford, Henry L. Stimson Professor of Law, vice dean for
the graduate program and international legal studies, and
director of East Asian legal studies, Harvard Law School.

A
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continued from page 15
"The underlying cause of insecurity is
the absence of the capacity to influence
change at the personal or the community
level," Robinson explained. "People need
the means to hold their government
accountable."
"Freedom from want is an empty
phrase today," she continued. Some
30,000 children die each day from
disease. Forty-six nations grew poorer
while already wealthy countries grew
richer during the 1990s. "There are two
very different kinds of countries: the
beneficiaries of the free movement of
capital, and those [that are) left behind."
As UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights, Robinson said, she believed that
civil/political rights no longer should
hold priority over economic/ social/
cultural rights. "I was concerned that the
time had come to treat the two sets of
rights equally," she explained. Among her
initiatives, she:
• Secured new UN mandates on
education, food, and other issues.
• Worked to develop human rights
guidelines for poverty indicators, a
18
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move designed to affect how the World
Bank and other funding providers
make their decisions to offer aid.
Increased the UN's in -country teams
working on development.
Still, Robinson said, human rights
workers face a number of criticisms
and issues. For example:
They often overstate the role of law
and fail to recognize cultural traits.
"This is changing, and many human
rights organizations recognize the
need to go beyond simply 'naming and
shaming."'
Human rights law efforts often cannot
cope with the shift of power centers
among government, business, and
international organizations like the
International Monetary Fund. "In
many developing countries people
believe that powerful nations make the
decisions. This is a major challenge for
human rights advocates."
Trade issues complicate the human
rights agenda.

Assistant Dean for International Programs
Virginia Gordan, left, and Dean Evan
Caminker accompany Robinson as she
arrives to deliver the Bishop Lecture.

• Some economists charge that human
rights advocates appeal to high principle
but often are unable to make practical
decisions. For example, Robinson said,
sometimes they refuse to acknowledge
the constraints brought about by a
scarcity of funds or other resources.
"The challenge is to redouble our
efforts to move the broad human rights
agenda forward," Robinson concluded. "I
do believe we live in difficult, but hopeful,
times."
William W Bishop Jr., for whom the
lecture is named, graduated from the Law
School in 1931. He was assistant legal
adviser in the U.S. State Department
from 1939-47, joined the Law School
faculty in 1948, co-directed the School's
International Legal Studies program from
1958-76, and took emeritus status in
I 977. He died in 1987. His daughter, Dr.
Elizabeth Bishop, an Ann Arbor psychologist, attended Robinson's lecture.

continued from page 17

Breaking from its usual format of a
single speaker and single respondent, ILW
last fall also presented a four -member
panel discussion of"U .S. Detentions
During the 'War on Terrorism':
International Law and American Justice."
Using a panel that combined scholars
and practitioners, the program featured
Law School Professor Steven R. Ratner;
visiting professor Sarah H . Cleveland of
the University ofTexas at Austin School of
Law; John A. Drennan, '95, an attorney
with the criminal appellate section of the
U.S. Department of Justice; and Federal
Public Defender Frank W Dunham Jr.
of Alexandria, Virginia, who argued for
the petitioner in Hamdi v. Rumseld ( 124
S. Ct. 981 [2004]) .The Court ruled in
Hamdi that an American citizen held in
the United States as an enemy combatant
must be given an opportunity to contest
the factual basis for his detention. The
Court's action had the effect of freeing
Hamdi, who was captured in Afghanistan
and had been held in a military brig in
Charleston, South Carolina.
ILW is "a speakers series" designed
to spark student and faculty interest in
international issues whether or not they
are already knowledgeable in the field,
according to Gordan.You needn't be a
specialist in the lecture topic area , or
even a lawyer, to appreciate and learn
from the programs.
Toward that end, Gordan meets each
spring with editors of the Law School's
Michi9an Journal ef International Law and
officers of the International Law Society
to get suggestions for speakers. She and
her faculty colleagues, Barr, Halberstam,
Howse, and Ratner, also mine their
own expertise and contacts to identify
speakers for the series.

In a way, ILW is an umbrella series
that reaches out and embraces much of
the international law-centered activity
that takes place here at the Law School.
Permanent faculty members, visiting
professors, scholars who are visiting
elsewhere within the University, and
special lecturers and guests brought in
for a specific occasion, all these and more
have been incorporated into the ILW
series at one time or another.
To best prepare students for the
world of practice they will be entering,
the Law School recognizes the importance of students gaining an understanding of international law and foreign
legal systems, Gordan explained.
Internationally oriented programs like
those sponsored by her office, Law School
student groups, and other University of
Michigan organizations are significant
components of the preparation for such
practice.

To best prepare
students· for
the world of
practice they
will be entering,
the Law School
recognizes the
importance
of students
• •
ga1n1ng
an

understanding
of international
law and foreign
legal systems.
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.S. Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia's visit to the Law School in
Nm-ember as a Helen R. DeRoy Fellow
provided an opportunity to hear from and
question a jurist of the highest court in the
land.
Scalia's two -day agenda was a whirlwind
of activity: He dclh·ered the DeRoy Lecture,
taught classes in administrati\'e law and
constitutional law, attended a Legal Theory
Workshop, and conducted a special question
answer session for Law School students. One
CYening, Scalia dined at Inglis House with Law
School supporters and Uni\'ersity officials;
the second eYening of his visit he attended a
dinner in his honor at the Lawyers Club with
Law School faculty members and their spouses
and guests.
"He isn't combative like what ;you\-e been
told," reported Professor Emeritus Yale Kamisar,
whose legal interpretations and criminal
procedure scholarship often haYe been at odds
with Scalia's legal philosophy.

U

"He's entirely different face to face
than he is as an opinion writer," Kamisar
explained . "When he takes pen in hand,
he sometimes slashes his colleagues in
his opinion, but he is just a remarkably
charming guy when you talk with him
and when you ask him questions about his
opinions."
"The old professor still is Yery much a
part of his personality," Kamisar added,
referring to Scalia's professorships at the
University ofVirginia and University of
Chicago law schools and Yisiting faculty
turns at Georgetown and Stanford . "He
loves to mix it up. As he said, he's trying
to influence the next generation."
Clinical Professor of Law Donald N.
Duquette agreed, and said Scalia's lecture
and discussions during his ,·isit were "in
the best tradition of public discourse ... .
We had a polite and reasonable discussion among people ,Yho disagree strongly
on certain issues. But we agreed on the
importance of ha,·ing the free and open
discussion. Justice Scalia represented
a Ycry conscnati\'e ,·iew in this fairly
liberal setting, and we at this 'superduper law school' listened . We also had a
chance to challenge his ideas - respectfully, of course."
Scalia onlv occasionallv showed flashes
of his famous testiness. After his public
lecture, for example, when a ques tioner asked about the correctness of
J

✓

the Supreme Court's role in deciding
the 2000 presidential election, Scalia
prefaced his answer with "I'm tempted
to sa\'J that that was four Jvcars and an
election ago. Learn to live with it." Scalia
then recounted the Court's 7-2 decision
to hear the case, and noted that the issue
reallv was whether to decide immcdiatel\'
at the Supreme Court level or remand
the case for further proceedings in the

Justicc Antonin Scak1 's ,·ic,,·s

Florida Supreme Court.
Named to the Court in 1986 by
President Reagan, Scalia is known as a
consenatfrc justice, and many students
and faculty do not share his legal philosophy. Nonetheless , they found it exciting
and thought-prm·oking to hear him
articulate his positions . As a teacher, he
earned high grades.
"Justice Scalia 's presence dominated
the campus chatter for the week,"
reported law student Matt Nolan,
president of the student chapter of the
Federalist Society and executive editor
of Res Gestae, the Law School's student

enuauinu
teacher.
:::- ~ C'

J

J

newspaper. "While he may haYe gained
few converts for his originalist philosophy, he at a minimum planted the seeds
of discussion in manv• minds where thevJ
were not ferm enting before ."
For Sarah Rykowski, a member of
the executive board of the Criminal
Law Societ y, Scalia 's ,·isit offered a
co11ti1111ed 011 page 23

permeate thL~ suhjcct of administratin· la"·, says Professor Nina
1\tlcnrklson, shmYn ahm-c at kft
\\ ith Scalia as he prepares to teach
lwr AdministratiYc La11 class. Bclm1·,
the justice, a former la,1· prnf~·ssor,
pro1-cs to he an energetic and

The Hon. Antonin Scalia
Associate Justice
U.S. Supreme Court
• Born in Trenton, New Jersey.
• Undergraduate studies at Georgetown University and the University of
Fribourg in Switzerland (A.B.); earned
LLB. at Harvard Law School, where
he was note editor of the Harvard Law
Review and a Sheldon Fellow.

• Admitted to the Ohio Bar ( 1962) and
the Virginia Bar ( 1970). Practiced with
Jones, Day, Cockley, and Reavis in
Cleveland, Ohio ( 1961-67).
• Professor of law, University ofVirginia
( 1967-74); scholar in residence at the
American Enterprise Institute ( 1977);
visiting professor of law at Georgetown University ( 1977); professor of
law, University of Chicago ( 1977-82);
visiting professor of law, Stanford University ( 1980-81 ).
• General counsel, Office of Telecommunications Policy, Executive Office of
the President ( 1971-72); chairman of
the Administrative Conference of the

Professor Daniel I lalberstam, top left,

United States ( 1972-74); assistant
attorney general, Office of Legal

listens a~ Supreme Court Justice Antonin

Counsel, U.S. Department of Justice

Scalia addresses a combined session

( 1974-77).
• Nominated by President Ronald Reagan

of Halberstam 's Criminal La,Y classes.

to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Abm e, Scalia, seated at right, listens as

District of Columbia Circuit and took

Ralph W. Aiglcr Profcs!->or of Law Richard

oath of office August 17, 1982.
• Nominated by President Ronald Reagan
as Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court and took oath of office
on September 26, 1986.
• Other experience includes: editor of
Regulation Magazine ( 1979-82); chair-

man of the American Bar Association

(ABA) Section of Administrative Law
( 1981-82); chairman of the ABA Conference of Section Chairmen ( 1982-

D. Friedman addresses the La\\· School's
Legal TheOI·)· Workshop. At right, Scalia
displa)·s deep pleasure at the actiYities
associated with his Yisit. At far right
abm·c, la"· students, screens aloft and
laptops at the ready, cram Hutchins Hall's
Honigman Auditorium to be taught b)·
the Supreme Court justice "·hose \\Titten

83); board of visitors at J. Reuben
Clark School, Brigham Young University

opinions arc a significant part of their

(1978-81).

legal education.
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continued from page 21

close up Yicw of the judge in action . "I
had the chance to attend the question
and answer session with Justice Scalia,"
Rykowski said. "I was really impressed
with the turnout, the quality of students'
questions, and the quality of his answers.
Hearing him speak ga,·e me a new appre
ciation of him as a person willing to stand
up for what he belie,·es in, regardless of
\\·hat other people think .
"Because the Court is currently dealing
with se,·eral important issues in criminal
la"·, and may itself experience change,
the opportunity to hear Justice Scalia
speak about the Court and the role the
nine justices play in our legal system
and go\'ernance was a once-in a-lifetime
experience."
"I was delighted to haYe Justice Scalia
speak in Aclministrati,·e Law," reported
Professor of Law Nina Mendelson,
who regularly teaches the class. "One
simply cannot study this subject without
engaging the justice's \'iews at every turn,

whether in opinions for the Court, in
dissent, or in scholarly writings.
"He spoke on standing jurisprudence,
particularly the well-known case of
Lujan r. Defenders efWildlife, for which
he authored the Court's opinion. The
students had a wonderful opportunity
- which they took full advantage of to engage the justice in a lively debate
on his Yiews of the standing doctrine."
"WheneYer law students meet a
justice of the United States Supreme
Court they bristle with excitement,"
explained Professor of Law Daniel
Halberstam, who combined two
sections of his Constitutional Law class
for Scalia to teach.
"For better or for worse, we

most influential, pro,·ocati,·e, and challenging jurists come teach a two-hour
session, and to be able to engage with
him rather freely on matters of real
constitutional substance, \Yas both highly
energizing and pedagogically useful ."
"Bringing a Supreme Court Justice
to the Law School acids life to the
classroom," added Shanclell S. Magee,
chairperson of the Black Law Students
Alliance. "Since we, as students, read so
many judicial opinions and philosophies,
it's great that the Law School proYicles
an opportunity for us to get a glimpse of
their actual personalities."

generally spend an enormous amount
of class time analyzing and discussing
Supreme Court decisions over the
course of the semester," Halberstam
continued. "To ha,·e one of the Court's
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SCALIA DELIVERS THE

DEROY LECTURE:

U.S. Constitution
is a legal document,
•
not a living t
7\ 1fosl li11sl>a11ds ar·<' glad \\ll<'11 lli<'ir spot1s<' lll1111s a 11111<' "liil<'
1V1-prepari11g l>r<'akJasl. \ot l .S. St'l>l'<'tll<' ( :011rl \sso<'ial<'
.l11slic<' \11to11i11 S<'alia. \t l<':tsl 1101 this ti111<'.
This parlic1il:11· l>1·<'akl~1sl \\as lwi11g pr·<'par<'d Ill<' 11101·11i11g al'l<'r
tll(' S111>r<·11w Co11rl liad ;111110111H'<'d its <l<'cisior1 that l>11r11i11g tlw
\11w1·ica11 flag is ;_111 a<'<'<'pl<'d <'\.Pl'<'ssio11 ol' Ill<' 1'1·<'<' sp<'<'cl1 g11;11·;111le<'d I)\ tl1<• First \111c11d111<·11t to tll<'

l .S.

Co11stit11tio11.

.l11stic<' Scali:1 \\as i11 Ill(' 111a,jori1., this ti111('.TII<' acl ol' l>11r11i11g
Iii<' \11wrica11 flag i11 pro!C'sl disg11sls lii,11. 1>111 II(' \\as co11,i11c<'d
that Iii<' origi,ial lll<'.-llli11g ol' tlw a111<'11<l111('11l protected s11cli

('\. pl'<'SS IO I l.
"'\I_, "ii<' is a\('".' <·011scnati\(' pcrso11:· Scalia e,plaitl('d. \11d as
sli<''s IH'cpa1·i11g l>r<'akl'ast. sli<'·s l111111111i11g"lt's a Cra11d Old Flag ...
"I did11'1
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tlia1:· II(' joked.

U.S . Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia related this storv near the end
of the Helen R. DcRoy Lecture that
he presented to an overflow audience
of more than 1,300 at the University
of Michigan's Rackham Auditorium in
November. He delivered the talk as part
of his two-day visit to the Law School
as a DcRoy Fellow. During his visit, he
also taught classes, met with faculty and
students, and attended a Legal Theory
Workshop presentation .
Laying aside personal values, as he
did in the flag-burning case, is one of the
most difficult things a jurist can do while
interpreting the Constitution, Scalia
rc,·caled. Yet do it he must if he is to
honestly determine the original meaning
of the document, and that is what a judge
should do. Applying the flexible yardstick
of a "li,·ing" Constitution eYentually will
J

destroy the document itself, he said.
"Originalism" used to be the orthodox
way of interpreting the Constitution,
Scalia said. But "in the last 40 years, since
the Warren Court, there's a new phrase:
'We have a liYing Constitution"' that
changes meaning to fit changing times .
Placing himself squarely among the "small
but hard\'J minoritvJ of us who believe in
the philosophy called originalism," Scalia
said that the courts should not be the
arbiters of social issues like abortion,
same sex marriage, and the death penalty.
"Wh\' vou would want to lea,·e these
enormously important social questions
to nine lawyers, I don't understand," he
explained .
The Supreme Court is within a ,·otc
or two of repealing the death penalty
because it is has come to be seen as "cruel
and unusual punishment," he noted, but
there is nothing in the Constitution that
outlaws it. In fact, " ·hen the Constitution
and Bill of Rights were ratified, death
J

J

"as the usual penalty for a felony and
none of the new states repealed their
death penalty statutes. Thus, according to
Scalia, the Eighth Amendment's prohibi
tion against "cruel and unusual punishment" did not originally mean to outlaw
the death penalty.

If the Constitution is to change, it
should be amended by the people, not be
reinterpreted by the courts, he explained.
"The Constitution is a legal document,"

indicia of reliability" about it. (Sec related
stories, pages 34 and 35 .)
Hm,·c,·cr, after four decades of jurisprudence based on a "liYing Constitution,"

he said, and no one prepares a legal
document " ·ith the idea that its meaning
" ·ill change m·er time.
That doesn't mean the Constitution
is immutable, Scalia explained . "The

questions regarding the death penalty and
abortion "are off the democratic table
because the Court has spoken," he said.
One result of the adoption of the idea
of a living, cvoh·ing Constitution is that
interest groups look for judicial nominees
who will interpret the Constitution in
ways to their liking, Scalia said. "And
that's where we arc now."

[originalist] system of my Constitution
is ,·crv flexible . If vou
want the death
I
penalty, persuade your fellow citizens it's
a good idea." The right to an abortion or
physician-assisted suicide is not part of
the original meaning of the Constitution,
he said. If you want to legalize physicianassisted suicide, don't ask the courts to
stretch the Constitution to embrace it.
"Adopt it the way the people of O1·cgon
did it. Pass a law and vou ha,·c it."
Scalia noted that originalism inherently
is neither liberal nor conservative. Those
on the right as well as the left side of the
J

J

political spectrum arc happy to embrace
the concept of a lh"ing Constitution if it
meets their political and legal leanings.
Originalism also can lead to the restoration of rights as well as the taking away of
rights.
Recently, Scalia noted, the Court
restored the original meaning of the
Constitution's confrontation clause by
reversing a 25 -year-old interpretation
that allowed hearsav evidence to be used
against a defendant without cross exami nation if the court deems it to ha,-c "the
J

To Scalia, that's an ominous place to
be . "To turn the whole thing over to the
majority is to destro~• the Constitution,"
he said. "[But] ho"· do we get back to
where " ·c need to be? I don't know. It's
hard, very hard to com·ert people who
belie,·c in a lh·ing Constitution."

Belem·, Dean E,·an Caminker listens
a~ Supreme Court Jmtice Antonin
Scalia clcli,ers the Helen R. DeRm·
Lecture to an oYerHo\\· audience
at the Llni,·er~it)· of Michigan's
Rackham Auditorium.

'Honor killing' and the search for asylum
A

s the woman uncoiled her story to
her Law School audience last fall, it

quickly became clear that she would not
be alive but for the near-decade of legal
work on her behalf by the Law School's
clinical program.
Let's call her Samira, as ABC News did
when it interviewed the young woman
for 20/20. Samira is Jordanian, and
nearly became a ,-ictim of the "honor
killing" code that is part of the culture
in her homeland as well as many other
nations. Samira became marked for
death at the hands of her extended family
because she dishonored them by falling in
love, becoming pregnant, and marrying.
"Honor crimes are acts of violence,
usually murder, committed by male
family members against female family
members who arc perceived to have
brought dishonor upon the family,"
according to Human Rights Watch. "A
woman can be targeted by her family for
a variety of reasons including refusing to
enter into an arranged marriage, being
the victim of a sexual assault, seeking a
divorce - even from an abusive husband
- or committing adultery. The mere
perception that a woman has acted in a
manner to bring 'dishonor' to the famil y
is sufficient to trigger an attack."
In Jordan, as in most countries where
honor killing is part of the culture, the
practice is more common than reported .
It is considered a mitigating circumstance
in the case of a murder conviction, and
a convicted honor killer seldom serves
more than six to tweh-e months in prison .
In the case of potential victims, they can
seek safety with the authorities, who
put them in protectiYc custody in prison
for a brief time. Citing only public news
stories, Human Rights Watch reported
that four Jordanian women were honor
killing victims during the first four
months of 2004, and authorities were
holding some 40 women in prison in
protective custody.
The practice of honor killing is
widespread. More open immigra-

tion and increased international travel
have taken it into countries like Great
Britain, where it is not part of the
mainstream culture. "Reports submitted
to the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights show that honor killings
have occurred in Bangladesh, Great
Britain, Brazil, Ecuador, Egypt, India,
Israel, Italy, Jordan, Pakistan, Morocco,
Sweden, Turkey, and Uganda," National
Geographic reported in 2002 . "In countries
not submitting reports to the UN, the
practice was condoned under the rule of
the fundamentalist Taliban government
in Afghanistan, and has been reported in
Iraq and Iran."
Honor killing is not associated with
any specific religion. Samira is Roman
Catholic, and grew up attending Catholic
schools in Jordan. To her family members,
part of Jordan's small Christian minority,
marriage to her Muslim lover did not
erase the dishonor they felt she had done
them, and her relatives set out to kill her.
She and her husband fled to Syria, but her
uncles and cousins tracked them down.
"Until today, I don't know how they
found us in Syria. It was pretty shocking,"
she explained in her talk at the Law
School last fall, sponsored by S.N.A.R.L.
(Student Network for Asylum and
Refugee Law) .
The couple fled back to Jordan, where
Samira spent months moving from
hiding place to hiding place as her family
members got close. It became apparent
that the couple could not hide in Jordan,
but Samira's husband could not leave the
country because he was in the military.
Exhausted, Samira ga,·e in to her mother's
offer of help to go to the United States in
return for dirnrcing her husband. (Her
mother made the proposal, it turns out,
in order to protect her own husband
from revenge if his relati ves killed or
harmed Samira's husband.)
"It was a very difficult decision for me
to make at the time, but I didn 't feel I had
many options," Samira recalled . With her
mother's help, she came to the United

States, then moved to Canada, where
her daughter was born and initially given
up to a Canadian couple for adoption.
Denied asylum in Canada, Samira tried
the United States, where the immigration officer "didn't believe me" when she
described her plight. "He laughed at me,"
she reported
She entered the United States in 1991
as a nonimmigrant visitor; by 1993 she
had overstayed her authorization and the
then-Immigration and Naturalization
Service (INS) began moving to expel her.
Even so far from her vengeanceseeking family, there was no sanctuary.
Samira's father sent her older brother
to kill her. When he failed, and decided
to stay instead of return to Jordan, her
father sent another brother on the same
mission. Her father also tracked her
down and telephoned to her hiding place
in Detroit. As late as 2002, nearly a dozen
years after she fled from home, Samira's
father still swore he would kill her to
avenge her dishonor of the family.
Samira sought the assistance of the
Law School's then student-run Asylum
& Refugee Law Project. The Law School
clinic came into the case in the mid 1990s, taking over from the student-run
project. Under the supenision of Clinical
Professor of Law Nicholas J. Rine and
Adjunct Clinical Assistant Professor of
Law Kathleen Q. Hegarty, an associate
with Marshal E. Hvman & Associates P.C.
in Troy, Michigan, clinic students found a
technicality - a critical document lacked
Samira 's signature - and helped her get
her daughter back. They also helped find
safe houses where Samira's vengeanceseeking family could not locate her, and
negotiated with INS on her behalf. Those
negotiations became "very adversarial and
very nasty," according to Rine.
Samira's student lawyers faced a
complex task, according to Barbara
Miltner, '02, who worked on the case
with fellow student lawyer Tracey
Glover, '02, throughout their third year.
J
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"In the law, a refugee is a person who has
a well-founded fear of being persecuted
for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group,
or political opinion," explained Miltner,
who currently teaches at the University
of Dundee in Scotland and plans next
fall to begin work on her LL.M. in
international and European Law at the
University of Aberdeen . "With Samira's
case, it was clear that her facts would
allow us to assert legal arguments that
she had a well -founded fear of persecution for reasons of I) religion and 2)
political opinion (which is not limited to
strict notions of political ideas). However,
the phenomenon of honor killings and
the situation as it played out in Samira 's
case also clearly fell squarely within the
'particular social group' category."
The trick was to define Samira's
"particular group" so that it was neither
too broad nor too restrictive to meet
the demands of asylum law, Miltner
recalled. "Ultimately, we defined her
group as 'Jordanian women perceh·ed
to have transgressed family, tribal, or
community norms of sexual morality.'
We limited it to Jordan because we had
solid evidence documenting the practice
in Jordan, in ways that might perhaps be
unique to Jordan. (Sadly, honor killing
is not a particularly rare phenomenon;
it is limited neither by geography,
religion, race, or culture. ) We added
the 'perceived' element because many
victims of honor killings never actually
engage in the activity that triggers the
crime .... Finally, the part about 'family,
tribal, or community norms' was also an
attempt to define the social group broadly
enough to encompass all possible sources
of sexual norms that form the basis for
honor killings."
The student lawyers set to their preparation with dedication, drafting the brief,
compiling supporting documentation,
gathering evidence, doing interviews,
preparing affidavits, and readying themselves for oral argument . "The hardest
part was trying to focus on those tasks
without focusing too much on the stakes,"
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explained Miltner. "E,·erybody knew that
deportation would be a death warrant for
Samira and her daughter. It was difficult
to feel confident about working in such a
case as a student, knowing that the case
had such incredible consequences."
Throughout, their client was frank and
helpful, and Miltner and GloYer finally
argued Samira's case in Immigration
Court on April I, 2002 . "We ne,·cr
realized how deeply she had repressed
everything until the hearing, when she
really just fell apart," Miltner said. "That
was a difficult task, where the courtroom
process keeps marching along, regardless
of the emotional state of the respondent. It was a \'ery difficult experience,
watching someone m·ercome with
emotions, and realizing that the best way
to sene her was to stav alert and focused
on the process."
✓

Then thev waited.
The immigration judge issued his
opinion nearly a year later, on October
30: "The Court finds that the respondent
has not suffered harm from her family
thus far, and thus has not established
past persecution. She has demonstrated,
however, the length to ,,-hich her family
will go to cleanse the family honor. He
[her father] made it Ycry clear to the
executiYe director of an immigrant
assistance agency that 'One hundred years
could pass and I will kill her.' As recently
as the Saturday before her Immigration
Court hearing, the respondent testified,
her mother had warned her that her
father's views had not softened. The
Court therefore finds that the respondent
has established a well -founded fear of
persecution on the basis of her membership in the particular social group
✓

discussed herein, if she returns to Jordan.
Accordingly, the Court will grant the
respondent's application for asylum."
It was a groundbreaking decision,
and "we were so pleased with this
outcome that we posted a copy with the
UC [University of California] Hastings
Center for Gender and Refugee Studies
as a resource to lawyers researching
attempted honor killings as a possible
social group ground for asylum," Miltner
said.
Rine has high praise for Samira's
student lawyers. "They prepared, filed,
and tried the case in Immigration Court
- and won," he said. He also noted
that gripping as it ·was personally and
emotionally, Samira's case also neatly met
the educational aims of the clinic.
"In several ways, this case was a
prototype of what we try to giYe students

with a clinical experience ," he explained.
"Not CYcry clinical experience includes
all of these clements, but this case did:
"First, there was an opportunity to
grapple with a set of Yery complicated
communications problems: I) with a
client from a radically different social
and cultural background, needing to find
a way to empathize and understand her
well enough to giYe her good representation; 2) with a refractory and difficult
forum; and 3) with a hostile and obstructiYe opposition.
"Next, there was an opportunity to
actually do the 'sexy' part of trial work
- the in-court dramatics - in a case
that actually carried quite a lot of drama,
but also an opportunity to slog through
and see the complexity and effectfreness
of thorough preparation.
"Also, there was an opportunity to

ha\·c a small impact on moving American
law very slightly in a progressiYe
direction."
"There also was an important
secondary purpose, an opportunity to
learn the satisfactions of service to a
helpless client, largely dependent on the
efforts of her lawyers," he continued .
"Finally, for me, it was a real pleasure to
\York with smart, conscientious student /
lawyers as colleagues on the many
problems we had to deal with in the case.
I think - I hope - that they shared
that same satisfaction of a collaborative
accomplishment."
As for a very grateful Samira, "J'ye
applied for my green card," she told her
Law School audience last fall. "I consider
myself successful. My daughter is with
me, she's 13 now, and I can't wait to
become a [U.S.] citizen."
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